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About This Game

Train Valley 2 is a train tycoon puzzle game. Take your railroad company from the days of the Industrial Revolution and into
the future, meeting the needs of the valley's cities and industries. Build railroads, upgrade your locomotives, and keep your

trains on schedule without delays or accidents. All aboard — the train is leaving the station!

Enjoy engaging and addictive gameplay, combining puzzle micromanagement with tycoon elements.

Discover the history of railroads in elegant low-poly graphics!
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Keep your trains running on schedule across 50 levels in Company Mode.

Upgrade your stock of locomotives and acquire advanced engines, with 18 models to unlock.

Produce and ship increasingly sophisticated goods in more than 45 types of train cars.

Jump into our Level Editor with Steam Workshop integration and create your own Valleys - or play levels from other players!

Create your own mods with custom locomotives, train cars, industries, and resources from your favorite time or universe.
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Title: Train Valley 2
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Alexey Davydov, Sergey Dvoynikov, Timofey Shargorodskiy
Publisher:
Flazm
Release Date: 15 Apr, 2019
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A quite good followup to the original Train Valley. New mechanics make it better than just more of the same and a level editor
will vastly expand the lifetime of the game. I highly recommend it. TV2 has just launched on Early Access and I've finished my
first play through of TV2 as it stands (20 levels). I really like the new mechanics and systems of TV2 from TV1. It's a fresh
game with that feeling of similarity.

It took me a little over 5 hours to complete the 20 levels. Supposedly there will be 50 levels total. Each map has different
accomplishments that you need to meet. You can get a total of 5 stars for each map with 3 stars for finishing quickly and
another 2 stars based on a variety of challenges. (e.g. don't stop a train, no trains to the wrong station, crash 5 trains, etc) I've
gotten 4 stars on most maps with a few 5 stars. I haven't replayed any levels.

As usual with any EA game, there are some tweaks that need to happen. However, it's fully playable and I didn't experience any
major bugs or issues.

I've made some suggestions to the devs and they very quickly responded. Gotta love when devs are active and listening to the
community.

Verdict: I like it and think $10 is a reasonable price for the game.

. This is a great simple game.. few bugs with a few null references (as expected in early access).. but not enough bugs to detract
from gameplay.
Very enjoyable and highly recommended. Do you want to unwind? Do you like trains? Do you like casual puzzle games? Do
you like casual puzzle games about trains? Buy this game.. After playing TV1, I was so looking forward to this game.
And, it is not bad, you can get enjoyment from it as such, but, it is not a sequel to TV1. The entire concept is changed now, and
now it is more like Train Tycoon instead.
Sorry, I was so looking forward to the game, but I returned it. Steam really needs a 5\/10 rating: I don't hate the game, but it's
too flawed to unreservedly recommend it either.

Did you enjoy Cat Mario? If so then this is the perfect game for you.

Otherwise, you might have trouble playing this game for more than 15 minutes at a time because, contrary to the description, it
isn't really a strategy or puzzle game because the planning aspect is minimal (in what order should you connect the various
buildings) and are primarily judged on your ability to accurately execute your moves (dispatching trains and toggling signals).

This obviously makes the game very frustrating - if you accidentally stop a train (causing you to fail an optional objective) in the
last 10s of a mission then you will have to redo the first 15min of the mission from memory. This is especially bad given that
many missions involve essentially random changes to the level layout (e.g. volcano taking out key connections) which requires
the player to restart their attempt when it happens.

In theory you can try to optimize your strategy but given that every attempt will result in 15min of tediously repeating the same
moves over and over again it really fails as a puzzle game.

The graphics are cute but not quite up to the task - in particular, it's not entirely clear which slopes support rails and which are
too steep.. I lost track of time and played till 4 am which hasn't happened in a while. In other words, great game!
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It took me about 6 hours to complete the current 20 levels and I am going to hunt all those stars next (which is the real challenge
here)

The game is well desinged in the sense that it can be pretty relaxing game, you can take your time and admire the scenery etc,
but to complete the levels with all stars can be pretty hard.

The trains are just so fun and cute and come on deploy another I can juggle 'em all no problem oh $#1T this train is going wrong
direction wait stop that train nonono a crash oh well there goes my workforce and precious chairs going into town where will the
townfolk sit IS THERE NO GOD

There isn't another train game like this, one-of-a-kind, really cool! The satisfaction when you know exactly what is happening
and there is 6 trains going on and you know where eveyrone is going and you go click clickety click on those switches to guide
the trains, ahh
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Fantastic game... so addictive. A beautifully designed set of puzzles with a whole spectrum of solutions. Some describe it as
relaxing, others as tense! Once you play through the 50 core levels, there is a vast array of workshop levels to play through, and
many of them are fantastic quality. Start with the 'Featured' levels - you won't be disappointed.. An excellent successor to Train
Valley 1.

Instead of trains spawning at random stations with random destinations, you're tasked with having to move product from one
station or factory to another, in order to create goods.

A little more strategy and a little more micromanagement.. Very nice game. I loved original Train Valley and even thou this has
bit different mechanics/etc its also awesome game to play.
ATM its Early Access but game works very well, no bugs/etc. Not all levels are there yet thou.

I can recommend this game for everyone.. Micro management with trains! You basically harvest resources and move workers
from one location to another to get a desired product. All while racing to get a good time and those bonus stars!

Here is my first look video if anyone wants to see me fail and blow trains up :).
Twitch: https://www.twitch.tv/videos/253498311
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWsGvBlTA9I

If you enjoyed my review please consider following and joining my Steam group
Mature Minded Gamers
We have free game giveaway's every month for all Members, just click Follow and Join!. The new manufacturing mechanic
changes the puzzle substantially and adds a fresh challenge, but this sequel has the familiar feel of the original game.
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